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Yona Sabar

MULTILINGUAL PROVERBS IN THE NEO-ARAMAIC

SPEECH OF THE JEWS OF ZAKHO, IRAQI

KURDISTAN1

INTRODUCTION

§1. All the Jews of Zakho, together with all the Jews of Iraq, emigrated to

Israel in the years 1951 and 1952. Some waves of Kurdish Jews had already

arrived in Palestine in the 1920s.2 In Israel, their Neo-Aramaic speech became

strongly influenced and gradually superseded by Israeli Hebrew.3 The Neo-

Aramaic speech of the elders, however, was much less influenced by Modern

Hebrew and still retains characteristic Kurdistani features, including a large

number of loanwords from Kurdish-Persian, Arabic, Turkish, and old, tradition¬

al I Icbrcw.-' Another typical feature is the coloring of their Neo-Aramaic speech

with numerous proverbs in the languages of their neighboring ethnic groups.

The multilingual proverbs are an excellent example of the mutual influence of

the various ethnic groups and cultures of Iraqi Kurdistan.

Author's Notk. The transcription used here is almost identical with that used by

II. J. Polotsky for the dialect of Zakho in Franz Rosenthal, ed., An Aramaic Handbook

(Wiesbaden, 1967).

The proverbs are arranged alphabetically according to the phonetic transcription.

For subject and language classification, see indexes after the proverbs.

Non Neo-Aramaic proverbs are identified following the transcription. K., Kurdish;

Ar., Arabic.

The translation is as literal as possible; the word order has not always been preserved.

A more literal translation, if necessary, is added between < >. Words in parentheses ( )

in the translation clarify the text.

In parallel references, the number following the author's name refers to the proverb

number, unless otherwise indicated.

In the notes and proverbs references are cited by last name of author; dates are supplied

only for authors with more than one publication listed.

' Presented as a paper at the annual meeting of the Western Branch of the American

Oriental Society, Stanford University, 23 March 1975. Proverbs may be analyzed in

various ways, e.g., by their origin, structure, content, social message, or the concrete

context of a specific proverb. For a discussion and bibliography on these aspects see

Dundes. This paper is a comparative presentation of multilingual proverbs of a small

Jewish community, with necessary comments on their general linguistic-ethnic context.

Any further elaboration is not considered.

; For more historical details see Ben-Jacob, pp. 58-62.

1 See details in Sabar (19756).

4 See Sabar (19746).
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§2. Around 1950 Zakho was the largest town in Iraqi Kurdistan, with a

population of about 30,000 out of whom 5,000 (or 300 families) were Jews.s

The rest were Muslim Kurds, Christian Assyrians, Armenians and small

numbers of Arabs, Turks, Persians, Yezidi, and gypsy-nomad Kurds known as

qaraciiye* Zakho is not far from the Turkish-Syrian border adjacent to Iraq.

Many merchants of Zakho not only traveled to Mosul and Baghdad, the large

Arabic-speaking centers of Iraq, but also often infiltrated beyond the Iraqi

border into Turkey for the purchase of typical Turkish imports, such as head-

scarves, hairy woolen blankets, and shrouding cloth. Many Jews were tarrahe,

'sailor-loggers' who, together with Arabs from Mosul, transported on various

kinds of rafts (kalak, karxa, 'ahra) wood for construction from the rural area of

Kurdistan to the larger centers such as Zakho and Mosul. Others were xazare,

'peddling merchants', who peddled from one Kurdish village to another through¬

out Iraqi Kurdistan and beyond. Many villagers would come to Zakho to sell

their products, such as furs, cheeses, chickens, wool, lambs, gallnuts (for ink

and dyeing), fresh and dry fruits, and crops in general. With the money earned

they would buy new clothing (or dye the old ones), needles, candies, tea, sugar,

and other such basic staples. The Armenians and Assyrians of Zakho (known as

dehndye, originally from Dihe, Turkey), were mainly weavers of homespun

suits (sall-u-sappiksa).1 The few Arab residents were mainly officials of the

Iraqi administration, such as the qaymaqam, 'governor', ra'is baladiya, 'mayor',

as well as the police, medical personnel, and teachers. Arab nomads, such as the

tribe of 'Arab Sammar, occasionally encamped near Zakho. The gypsy Kurds,

known also as muturbdye, 'the music entertainers', played the drum and flute

(dola-u-zirne) at weddings and other festivities.8

§3. Each of these ethnic groups usually had its own language or dialect.

The Muslim Kurds and most of the Armenians spoke Kurdish^ (Kurmanji),

which is an Iranian branch. The Jews and Assyrian Christians spoke Neo-

Aramaic (a Semitic branch), each group having its own specific dialect.10

Arabic was taught in schools in recent times and was the language of instruction.

Otherwise its use was limited to official contact or occasional business with

Arabs passing by. Turkish and Persian were only rarely used. All the Jewish

males and many females spoke and understood Kurdish as well, as it was the

language of communication in interethnic contact. With Assyrian Christians,

the Jews endeavored to speak the Christian Neo-Aramaic dialect. In any case,

both were mutually intelligible. Many Jews had relatives who moved to the

Arabic-speaking centers of Mosul and Baghdad for economic reasons. In

Baghdad, they lived in their own neighborhood, known as ma(ha)jirxdna,

> Cf. Ben-Jacob, pp. 61-62.

* Meaning 'living in black tents'; cf. Maclean (1901), p. 285; see n. 8 below.

' See MacKenzie, p. 375 n. 673.

« See n. 6 above and prov. 35. They formed a particular class much despised by the

Kurdish society; cf. Lescot, p. 195.

» See MacKenzie, p. 357.

* See Polotsky; Sara.
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'immigrant quarters'. Mutual visits in recent times were quite common, and

these resulted in importation of a more urban Arabic influence, such as Arabic

songs, proverbs, and expressions. Finally, old traditional Hebrew, with its

status as the national-religious language of the Jews, had its own impact on the

Neo-Aramaic speech of the Kurdish Jews."

§4. The marketplace was the main meeting center for all these ethnic groups.

Each group lived in a separate quarter,12 the Jews spread on one of the lower

banks of the river, the Christians on the other, and the Muslims on both upper

banks. Individual Muslims also lived in the Jewish and Christian quarters.

This separation was not enforced and was mainly for practical reasons, as each

group clustered around its own worship house and so could maintain its religious

duties more freely.13 The intergroup relations were usually quite cordial,-4

and mutual home visits were common. No walls, physical or spiritual, separated

the various groups.

§5. The intensive intercommunal relations described above exerted a mutual

linguistic impact. The Neo-Aramaic speech of the Jews of Zakho is saturated

not only with numerous loanwords from the languages of their ethnic neighbors,

but also with many loan proverbs. is Most of these proverbs remain untrans¬

lated into Neo-Aramaic and are simply quoted in their 'original' language, thus

indicating the more recent language that loaned the specific proverb to Neo-

Aramaic.

§6. The reasons for usually not translating the proverbs into Neo-Aramaic

are different in each case. Kurdish and colloquial Arabic were fairly well known

by the Jews. Thus, they had no problem in understanding Kurdish and Arabic

proverbs. They are naturally incorporated into Neo-Aramaic speech. They

may occasionally be preceded by an introductory, indicatory remark, for

example kudax gemir gora kurdindyaf'arabdya, 'as a Kurdish/Arab man would

say'. But more often they are simply preceded by ndse gimri, 'people say', or

ruwwane welu mire, 'great men have said'. Mixing speech in the different

languages is quite common even in a general conversation, but especially so in

folktales. Arabic or Kurdish quotations in tales of Arabic or Kurdish milieu

not only add vividness to the story, but are also an excellent device to enhance

their literary authenticity and unique realia.

" See Sabar (19746). A few Hebrew or old Aramaic (Talmudic) proverbs were
common in the Neo-Aramaic speech and writings of the rlakhamim ('Rabbis'). For a

modified Hebrew proverb current among women see prov. 112.

12 Cf. Brauer, p. 56; Ben-Jacob, p. 62.
'J Even in Israel, the Kurdish Jews (as well as other Oriental Jewish communities)

generally prefer to live in the same neighborhood together with the members of their
old Kurdistani hometown, to be able to pray in their own synagogue. Thus, most of the
Jews of Zakho live in Jerusalem, the Old Immigrants (1920s) in the Mahane Yehuda
Quarter, the New Immigrants (1950s) in. the Katamonim area.

14 This is reflected in their folktales as well. See Sabar (1976a), p. 142 n- 2.

15 For Persian proverbs in Baghdadi Arabic see Hanafi, provs. 157, 307, 571, 593.

and elsewhere. Cf. n. 11 above. For a Persian proverb in the Talmud, see Sanhednn
98a: kar hazar gund. '(Does your) donkey have a thousand colors?' (A reply to the
Persian King Sapur after offering his horse to be used by the Messiah) ; cf. Jastrow, p. 34«-
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§7. Another reason for leaving a proverb untranslated is its specific literary

form, such as rhyme, play on words, rhythm, meter, and other prosodic

features, which would be lost in translation.^ If the rhyming words are loan¬

words in Neo-Aramaic, however, the original proverb may be translated.'? On

the other hand, the rhyming Arabic proverb iza jit min safar, ihdi walau hajar

is translated into Neo-Aramaic (see prov. 92) for no apparent reason and with

no rhyme. Even the Jewish Neo-Aramaic proverbs may indicate various dialects

or older strata and include archaic forms or words, some of them unknown or

obsolete outside of the proverb.' » Some foreign proverbs may be translated into

Neo-Aramaic, preserving, however, the original rhyming words, even when

otherwise unknown outside the proverb. Others may be slightly changed to

turn them into rhymes in translation as well. '9

§8. The important place of proverbs in old traditional societies in general and

Near Eastern societies in particular is well known. There are volumes upon

volumes of proverbs in Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, and Turkish. 20 Even these

include mainly the more literary proverbs, omitting a great many colloquial

ones. Not only in folktales but even in the routine daily speech of the lay

people2' the proverb still has its significant role. It is the poor man's means to

make a point, to express an idea, to convince an obstinate party, without having

to search for the right expressions or to make long speeches with words vaguely

known to him. Instead of all these he finds a way out in the ever ready proverb,
assumed to be coined by the great wise men of the past,22 and thus it has an
immediate impact on the listener.

§9. The general content of the proverbs may, in a sense, indicate a community's

norms and mores, folk wisdom and lore, and actual or desirable life experience.23

The proverbs used by the Jewish community, even those borrowed from their

'"See provs. 64, 65 (Arabic); 125, 140, 159 (Kurdish); 16 (Christian Neo-Aramaic).
"In prov. 32 both rhyming words pire and mire are also Kurdish loanwords in Neo-

Aramaic.

" See prov. 150. As any folk literature, proverbs, too, may preserve archaic words and
forms. In prov. 119, p,Sro has -o instead of the regular third person pronoun -e to
rhyme with the preceding yusro 'Jethro'. Similarly, prov. 120 has pappe, a baby word for
feet instead of the regular 'aqle, to rhyme with the preceding yarappe; see Sabar

(1974<J), p. 333- Dialectal Arabic proverbs may occasionally include classical vocabulary;
In. prov. 64 the classical fasih is replaced by the colloquial mlih but is retained in all the
variants. See, however, Goitein (1952), p. 174. For their relation to pre-Arabic (i.e.,
Aramaic and even Assyrian) periods see ibid., pp. 174 ff.; al-Fuadi.

" See provs. 81, 112. Cf. Stahl, pp. 386 f.

" See Goitein (1952), pp. 169 f. To give a general idea, a modern collection of Persian
proverbs, that of Dekhoda, contains some 25,000 proverbs, and even that is by no means
complete; see Elwell-Sutton, p. 4. The Turkish proverb collection of Tulbentci in¬
cludes over 15,000 proverbs. Cf. Stahl, p. 379.

21 Including educated, 'Westernized', men and women, especially state leaders and
politicians (e.g., the President Sadat of Egypt). Cf. Elwell-Sutton, pp. 2 f.; Stahl, pp.
390 f.

22 See §6 above.

» See Subject Index. The collections of Segal (Neo-Aramaic) and Lescot (Kurdish)
are arranged according to subject categories.
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gentile neighbors, express its own folk wisdom; they were selectively incorpor¬

ated or modified and many were probably rejected.24 The stream of ideas

expressed by these proverbs may be similar to many in other languages and

cultures, and even universal,25 'yet as they pass through each cultural area they

become changed and transmuted through contact with and absorption by local

character, tradition, and custom.'26

§10. The proverbs presented here have been gleaned mostly from recorded

Neo-Aramaic speech or folktales told by members of the Jewish community of

Zakho in Jerusalem. 2? The major informants were: (a) The late Mamo Yona

Gabbay, 'Uncle Jonah the Synagogue-Treasurer', who died in 1972 at the age

of over a hundred years. He was an illustrious and famous storyteller through¬

out Iraqi Kurdistan and was the repository of a truly unusual treasury of

Jewish-Kurdish folklore, (b) My mother, Miriam Sabar, now in her fifties, a

housewife and mother of six (who survived out of twelve pregnancies), (c)

My aunt, Rahel Ma'alhm, a widow housewife in her sixties, (d) My uncle,

Ilyahu Sabaga ( = Dyer), now a construction worker, in his fifties, (e) Murdakh

Cohen, a gas-station owner, in his early fifties. All, except the last, who grew up

in Palestine, emigrated to Israel in 195 1.

§11. Compared to the impressive volume of proverbs published in the major

languages of the Near East,28 very little so far has been published in the more

minor dialects such as Kurdish and Neo-Aramaic. Lack of publication, of

course, does not mean scarcity of proverbs in the minor dialects. The proverbs

presented here are probably only a small part of the entire corpus. Professor

J. J. Rivlin mentions that he collected over a thousand Jewish Neo-Aramaic

proverbs,2" of which he published only 108 (in Hebrew). One hundred forty-

three others were published by J. B. Segal and seven by P. Bar-Adon.3" Many

proverbs in my collection which have appeared in previous publications have

been omitted here, but some have been retained, especially if there is a difference

in wording, an explanation, or any additional information. None of the previous

works includes any Kurdish or Arabic proverbs, although they are quite com¬

mon in Neo-Aramaic speech.3' Also, some Neo-Aramaic proverbs may even be

borrowed from Christian Neo-Aramaic, as may be indicated by their vocabulary

24 For specifically modified or Judaized proverbs see provs. 17,71. '". 1 16-124, 129.

Cf. Jason, pp. 17 f.; Elwell-Sutton, pp. 5 f-l Allen and Ferguson, p. 124. This is true
regarding the process of borrowing foreign words and given names as well. If they carry
strong Muslim or Christian connotations they are usually rejected in Jewish dialects.

Cf. Stahl, p. 387; Sabar (1975a), P- 290 n. 73. .
" See Subject Index: Practical Wisdom. Cf. Elwell-Sutton, pp. 4 f-", Goitein (1952),

pp. 170 f. ; Stahl, pp. 386 f.

" Elwell-Sutton, p. 8.

27 See n. 13 above.

28 See n. 20 above.

29 See Rivlin (1945), P- 207.

30 See References. .
" Out of 153 proverbs, 108 are Neo-Aramaic, 37 Kurdish, 8 Arabic. See Language

Index.
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or morphology.32 References and comparisons, whenever available, are made to

proverbs in other dialects of the area. For brevity, the vast ancient Jewish

literature of proverbs in Hebrew and Aramaic33 is almost ignored in our study.

It is a moot point whether a proverb, such as 'A live dog is better than a dead

lion', is a loan translation from Hebrew (Ecclesiastes 9:4) or from the many

colloquial Arabic parallels, or simply an autochthonous creation. Even the

identical sense and wording in Yiddish, Neo-Aramaic, and Arabic of the proverb,

'What is left from the thief is spent on the fortune-teller' (prov. 89), is not
altogether surprising, m

THE PROVERBS

1. 'dgtro, z-dd-u-bdba cetiro. [K.] '(In winter) fire is (even) better than mother

and father.' Cf. Tikriti, 2389 ('Fire is the fruit of winter').

2. 'ahid, hakan nasa faytt si 'ibbe, lebe mbdhlle. 'A promise, even when a

person (must) die in (keeping) it, he may not break it.'

3. 'ahil zaxo, 'aklu laban ultdxo. [At.] 'People of Zakho, eat yoghurt and

mess themselves up', i.e., they are uncouth. Originally said by Baghdadis,

but now used by Zakho Jews as well when they want to denigrate each
other. Cf. prov. 47; Yahuda, Y. B., 1321.

4. 'amir piimmox, fam'i msydsox. '(Whatever) your mouth says, let your ears
hear!' Practice what you preach.

5. 'arxe 'arxid 'ildha-lu. 'Guests are guests of God.' Treat them well. Cf.
,, Noel, 72, 73, Tikriti, 1333 (var.).

6. 'arxidkese la 'azime, latle qime. 'A guest coming without an invitation, does
not have (any) worth.'

7. 'au 'ildha dhulle dard, hulle dirmana dide. 'The (same) God Who gives

illness, gives its cure (as well).* Cf. Elwell-Sutton, 19 ; Tikriti, 1622 (var.) ;
Stahl, 416.

8. 'aud gmdzi' buxra, gmdzi' dixra. 'He who loses a firstborn (son), loses a
treasure.'

9. 'au dqam sdqille 'dqilox, la mtahne 'ibbe. 'He who took away your wit,

may he not enjoy it!' said humorously to a simpleton. Cf. Maclean (1895),
117; Socin (1882), p. 119 (204), 1 (var.).

"See prov. 16. Owing to the close affinity of the dialects (see §3), it is not always
possible to detect the Christian elements in phrases as short as proverbs.

" I.e., Book of Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Ben-Sirach, and other apocrypha, the Talmuds
and Midrashim, as well as the literary and philosophical writings of Jewish scholars in
the Middle Ages. Wherever appropriate, reference is made to Stahl's book for parallel
proverbs of the present-day Jewish communities.

34 The custom of going to a diviner to disclose the identity and whereabouts of the
thief was quite common in Kurdistan. I myself served as the 'innocent child* who
customarily looks into the glass of oil to 'read' the images reflected in it, to be interpreted
by the diviner Hakham. This custom and similar ones were common in Europe among
Jews and Christians as well; see Trachtenberg, pp. 218-222. Cf. Goitein (1952), p.
172. For other parallel proverbs in Yiddish (= Ayalti.) see provs. 42, 57, 127. Cf.
Stahl, pp. 386 f.
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'aud tdhb, kkema pdse; 'aud la yawil, kkemi paswdse. 'He who begs (alms),

(one side of) his face turns black; he who does not give, both sides <his

faces) turn black (= doubly embarrassed).' Cf. Rivlin (1945), 1.

'az na zdnim, rdhate jdnim. [K.] T do not know, peace (to) my mind!'

Said sarcastically of fools who ignore a harsh reality. Cf. prov. 39.

'e dzdnit zdnit, 'e dnizdmt bdqet mska. [K.] 'He who knows knows, he

who doesn't (thinks) (it is because of) a bunch of lentils.' Taken from a

folktale about a man whose wife betrayed him with her lover in a lentil

field. When the angry husband wanted to kill the lover, he shouted:

'Help, he wants to kill me for stealing a handful of lentils.' Cf. Leskot,

262; Segal, 65; Khayyat, 333; Tikriti, 2649.

13. 'e hawesa-la, 'ay xruta welapista l-basra. 'This is good, the worst is still to

come (has been left behind).' Said when one bad event leads to one much

worse. Variant: 'eha tirnini-la, tirnana welapista l-basra. Same sense, the

words hrnini, tirnana both meaning 'dance', perhaps one slow and mild,

and the latter fast and energetic.

14. 'ena m'enagnaxpa. 'An eye is ashamed (only) from an eye.' A face-to-face

talk is more convincing. Cf. Socin (1878), 45; Tikriti, 1489.

15. 'eri bis 'dqil-ile mrese. 'My penis is smarter than his head.' Said of a dumb

person. Cf. Kampffmeyer, 24.

16. 'ewa smoqa bispdre, sqol xdtora uysa l-gdre; 'ewa smoqa 'dsirta, qu mbinoke

udunye basimta. [Christian Neo-Aramaic] 'Red cloud in the morning,

take the pounder and come to the roof (to pound its plaster to prevent

leaking after rain); red cloud in the evening, get up in the morning and

(find) the weather (world) fine!' This weather forecast is universal. Cf.

English: Red sky at night, sailors delight; red sky in the morning, sailors

take warning; Rivlin, 26; Segal, 103-104. The word bispdre (old Aramaic:

bdsaprd), while common in the Christian Neo-Aramaic dialect of Zakho, is

not used in the Jewish dialect; cf. Maclean (1901), p. 267.

17. 'ez mose, qqazele mnose. 'The holiday of Moses ( = Passover), He provides

for it Himself.' One should not worry about not having enough provisions

for holidays; God (or Moses?) Who gave them will provide for them.

18. 'ize yarixta, pose kumta. 'His hand (is) long, his face black.' Said of an

ill-mannered guest who grabs much food with no shame or restraint.

19. 'izmdne soti da qoqe dsare xoddni. [K.] 'The tongue burned from the pot

(carried) over the head of the (tongue) owner (himself).' Said of one who is

responsible for his own troubles.

20. 'o gemir diqni qizla, 'o gemir qaqwani mtawilal 'This (one) says my beard is
burning, the other (one) says roast my partridge (over it)!' Said of people

who try to benefit from other people's troubles. Cf. Engl. : Nero fiddles

while Rome burns. Cf. Mizrahi, 51 ; Socin (1878), 471 ; Yahuda, A. S., 49.

21. 'urre xmdra, btille zmdra. '(When) the donkey entered, the singing ended.'

Cf. Mizrahi, 38; Maclean (1895) 32; Kampffmeyer, 66; Socin (1882), p.

119 (204), i (vars.).
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22. 'azbe §ahdre-lu. 'Bachelors are blind.' They behave irrationally when in

love. Cf. Tikriti, 1501 ('Lover's eye is blind').

23. 'ebox go jebox; spiqle jebox, mpiqle 'ebox. 'Your disgrace is in your pocket;

(when) your pocket becomes empty, your disgrace comes out.' Disgrace is

a companion of poverty.

24. 'urfisago Suqidsafdre za 'ta-la. 'A fart in the coppersmiths' market remains

unnoticed (is lost).' Do not compete with experts. Cf. Rivlin, 102;

Yahuda, Y. B., 2446; Tikriti, 1327.

25. 'urfyasa bhrme lag hamli. 'Farts do not tarry in his anus.' Said of over-

enthusiasm. Cf. Kampffmeyer, 18, 'His farts come in pairs.' Same sense.

26. bafra evare, bardna sahdre. [K.] 'Snow at evening, (is followed by) rain in

the morning'. Cf. Lescot, 236 (var.).

27. balute bxola la kese qsdra. 'Acorns cannot be tied with a rope.' Do not

try to do the impossible. Cf. Segal, 39 (var.).

28. baqbaqiye ttora, kisya mxalope. '(When) a jug breaks, it may be replaced

(not so man).' Do not worry about lost materials. Cf. Hanafi, 1518-1519

(var.).

29. basir mosa les xrdwid-ene. '(Only) after death there is no eye disease'.

Ailments should be expected as long as one lives. Cf. Bar-Adon, 5 ; Stahl,

30. bazure dyoma kese qam 'ene bxilmid lele. 'Fantasies of daytime, appear to

him (come before his eyes) at night dream.' Said to explain children's

dreams. Cf. Stahl, 166 (var.).

31. be'ta dla piimma. '(Like) an egg without a mouth.' A compliment given to a

well-mannered, quiet girl.

32. bes plre, ula bes mire. 'The house of an old (poor) woman, and not the

house of (rich) emirs.' Poor people may be more hospitable than rich

ones. Cf. Lescot, 90; Khayyat, 26 (var.).

,33. btllure bo gayibeza. [K.] 'Play a flute to an ox.' Talking to a fool is useless.

34. bra brdya, bazar juddya. [K.] 'A brother is a brother, business is business

(separate).' Relatives and friends should not expect any favors in business.

Cf. Makas, 13; Elwell-Sutton, p. 27; Tikriti, 617; Khal, p. 27.

35. ddwata muttrbi bit, de kid ddwa tekit? de hazinet, de sraqinet, de paqinet\

[K.] '(If) the wedding is of the wedding musician (himself), what kind of

wedding will he make? He will make the best one in town! (He will shake

it, he will strike it (= the drum), he will blast it).' One performs best

when his cause is involved. See above, end of §2.

36. ddye qaddye, xuske baldye, zine wara pistamine, ta begirimm hami dine.

[K.] 'Mother is bother, sister is trouble, (but to) a wife (one says): Come,

(I will carry you) on (my) back, I will hold you to the end of (all) the

world.' After marriage, young men neglect their relatives and care only

about their wives. Cf. Genesis 2:24; Stahl, 2510-2511.

37. dehna rti maya la gezil zdyi'. 'Oil over water will not get lost.' Generosity

eventually pays.
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38. dena l-gure, taiga l-ture. 'Debt on men, snow on mountains.' Just as it is

natural for the lofty mountains to have snow on top, so it is for men to

have debts. Don't be ashamed to borrow money! Cf. below, prov. 131;

Bar-Adon, 7.

39. de-xwa dinkim, 'ise-xwa xwaskim. [K.] T will make myself a madman,

(thus) I will make my living a happy one!' Ignorance is blissful. Said

sarcastically. Cf. prov. 11.

40. dimma l-dimma grdsix. 'Blood (of a relative) warms (boils) in the presence

of blood (of another relative).' Relatives feel tender to each other even if

they have not met before. Cf. Tikriti, 975.

41. duka mndse lag 'eqa. 'A place is never (too) narrow for people.' One can

always make room for guests. Cf. Tikriti, 2170 (var.)

42. duktd darba ktarsa, dukid xabra la ktarsa. 'A trace of a blow heals; a trace

of a word does not heal.' The pain of insults is everlasting. Cf. Segal, 128

(var.); Lescot, 205-206; Maclean (1895), 11 1; Socin (1882), p. 118(204), b

('A sharp word cuts a stone'); Socin (1878), 402; Ayalti, 2 ('A nasty tongue

is worse than a wicked hand').

43. dunye 'itlaydma. 'World has its day.' Sooner or later God will punish the

wicked and reward the righteous.

44. dunye mosa-xdye-la. 'World is death (and) life.' Cf. Tikriti, 589, 982

('World is sweet and bitter'), 983 ('World is a turning wheel').

45. dunye ta cuxa lak pesa. 'World will last for none.' Cf. Maclean (1895),

1 14 (var.) ; Tikriti, 992.

46. gezil l-'ena, 'ena kketa. 'He goes to the well, the well dries up.' Said of a

ne'er-do-well. Cf. Yahuda, Y. B 179; Socin (1878), 174; Tikriti, 1931

(var.); Stahl, 293.

47. gimri ta kurdindya: kela ndsox yamme} 'ize gimpastirra basir nose iappe.

'They say to a Kurd: Where is your right ear? He stretches his hand

behind his left ear (to reach it).' Probably of foreign, Arabic, origin.

Cf. Tikriti, 2554 (var.). Mutual ethnic derogatory proverbs are common

among Arabs and Kurds. Cf. provs. 3, 84; Yahuda, A. S., 32; Meissner,

63; Socin (1878), 261-266. On such Kurdish proverbs regarding other

ethnic groups (Arabs, Turks, Persians, Armenians, Nestorians) see Noel,

89-101; below, provs. 61, 66, 69 (on Jews).

48. gimri ta qatusa 'ixrax dirmdna-lu, qatusa 'ixra gimtasydlu. 'They tell the

cat your excrement is (used as) medicine, the cat hides its excrement.'

Said of pettiness. Cf. Socin (1878), 286; Meissner, 36; Mizrahi, 32, 57;

Yahuda, Y. B., 304-305 (vars.); Drugulin, 91; Tikriti, 1732.

49. gimnnne kepa-le, gemtrri gupta-la. 'I tell him it is a stone, he tells me it is

cheese.' Said of an obstinate fool. Cf. prov. 50; Lescot, 193 (T say he is

dumb, he says he is slow'); Hanafi, 166 (var.).

50. gimnnne xisya-le, gemtrri kma yalunke 'itle. T tell him he is a eunuch, he

asks me how many children he has.' Cf. prov. 49; Maclean (1895), 78;

Yahuda, A. S. 333; Tikriti, 312 (310, 1724); Hanafi, 165; Landberg, 133.
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51. giran 'arzdna, 'arzdn girdna. [K.] 'Expensive is cheap, cheap is expensive.'

Cf. Tikriti, 1504; Goitein (1934), 796.

52. gmese bahis kalba, kalba l-darga. 'One speaks about (brings the report of)

the dog, the dog is at the door.' Said of an uninvited visitor, Cf. English:

Speaking of the devil. Cf. Maclean (1895), 48 ('. . . wolf . . .').

53. gnd'is guda, gdre gim'dbe. 'He stings the wall, the roof swells.' Said of far-

reaching dubious influence.

54. gdli talab raxis. [At.] 'Precious (man) requests inexpensive (thing).'

Said as a compliment to a frugal guest. Cf. Hanafi, 1344; Tikriti, 1506.

55. hakan kar na dit bar bari, bar cita bar kari. 'If the donkey does not move

toward the load, let the load move toward the donkey!' One must com¬

promise.

56. hdl 'imma, ula soqit ydla savadar. 'Give a hundred (coins), and do not let

(your) child spend the night in the streets!' Originally, it probably referred

to ransoming from military service or jail. Cf. Socin (1883), 775: 'The

Jew gave a hundred piasters, so that his son would not sleep even one

night away from home.'

57. hal xlime naqzi, naqize ksapsi. 'By the time the fat (people) grow lean, the

lean ones get rotten.' During lean years the rich may eat less, but the poor

die of hunger. Cf. Segal, 49; Ayalti, 183; Stahl, 555-556.

58. hammam b'urtydsa lak sdxin. '(Turkish) bath cannot be heated by farts

(alone).' Variant: be'e b'urtydsa laq qdle. 'Eggs cannot be fried by farts.'

Said against bragging of lazy people. Cf. Rivlin (1946), 70; Lescot, 8

('Just by saying "halva, halva" the mouth does not become sweet');

Khal, p. 59; Tikriti, 2718.

59. haraka baraka. [At.] 'Action (movement) is a blessing.' Said to encourage

idlers or spinsters to go out and meet people. Cf. Tikriti, 817; Lescot, 3

('Your action, God's blessing').

60. hasaso, wara mm bigra. [K.] 'Guard, come arrest me!' (Said the burglar.)

Do not unnecessarily complicate your problems !

61. hattajuhi qutdna-xwa na-xwit, besa-xwa na dit. [K.] 'A Jew does not pay

his tax until he is beaten.'

62. hazar at-ta'dm, batal al-kaldm. [At.] '(When) food is present, conversation

is absent.' A dictum against too much talking while eating. Cf. Tikriti,

127; Talmudic, 'en masihin bis'udd (Ta'anit 56) 'No talking at meals.'

63. hissid dola mrahqa-le bassima. 'The sound of a drum is pleasant from afar.'

Foreign places are more attractive from a distance than when visited. Cf.

Garbell (1965a), p. 175, §2.42 (Neo-Aramaic, from Turkish); Elwell-

Sutton, p. 59 ('The big drum only sounds well from afar.' Virtues at¬

tributed to strangers seldom bear closer inspection); Tikriti, 830; Socin

(1878), 187; Drugulin, 22 ('Drum afar its sound is sweet').

64. (id-)dik il-mlih mbeza ysih. [At.] 'The good rooster crows (while still) in

the egg.' A good person is easily recognized. Cf. Yahuda, Y. B., 1306;

Tikriti, 1010; Jewett, 6; Khayyat, 181; Landberg, 139 (All have fasih,
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'eloquent', instead of mlih, 'good'); Lescot, 167 (K.); Segal, 36 (Neo-

Aramaic var.) ; Mizrahi, 149 (Judeo-Persian var. : 'A good year is recognized

from its spring').

65. (in-)nds bilbas. [Ar.] 'People (are appreciated) by (the value of their)

clothing.' Appearance brings more respect than virtues. The proverb is

somewhat critical of this rule, yet it is used to encourage its acceptance. Cf.

Goitein (1934), 34; Jason, p. 19 (Example V); Meissner, 54 (var.). It is

associated with a story about Bahlul the Jester. When he came to the Shah's

diwan wearing rags, he was kicked out. When he came back later, wearing

an impressive robe, he was most respected by being the first to be

served the traditional coffee. He took it and poured it on his robe, ex¬

plaining: T was here before, but I was kicked out. I, therefore, assume

that the coffee is for my robe, as it was not here before.' Cf. Stahl, 1070-

1071.

66. juhina, dare skastina, jahannamina. [K.] 'They are Jews, they are (like)

a broken tree, they (will go to) hell.' Said by Kurdish ruffians when looking

at a Jewish funeral. See prov. 47, above.

67. kabdniye xsirta-la. 'The cook (f.) loses (her portion).' After giving each

member of the family his food portion, the cook herself is left with nothing

or only a small portion. By helping others, one should expect self-depriva¬

tion. Cf. Mizrahi, 35 (var.).

68. kalba bkalbuse, xmdra bxmaruse. 'Dog (is happy) with his dogness, donkey

with his donkeyness.' Be yourself, join your equals. Said in sarcasm to

ambitious inferiors.

69. kalba blisdn kalba la ki'e. '(Even) a dog would not understand (know)

the tongue of (another) dog.' Said of a great uproar. Cf. Elwell-Sutton,

p. 3 (var.). A Kurdish (Muslim) variant: knista juhiya '(As noisy as)

the synagogue ( = prayer) of the Jews.'

70. kalba mqamgarma lag 'driqla. 'A dog will not go away (as long as he sees) a

bone.' Said of impolite guests or children who continue to stay as long as

they see food on the table. Said also as advice : If you want to get rid of

such guests, stop serving food! Cf. Drugulin, 59 ('A dog will not run away

from the fodder').

71. kalba pmr kalba la kexil 'Dog does not eat the flesh of dog.' Malicious

people do not harm each other, or as in Rivlin (1946), 108, 'Gentiles harm

only Jews, but not other Gentiles.' Thus, the universal sense (cf. Elwell-

Sutton, p. 5; Drugulin, 57) is Judaized. See n. 24, above.

72. kalba sax bistof mm 'arya misa. 'A living dog is better than a dead lion.'

Cf. Segal, 70; Ecclesiastes 9:4; Landberg, 192; Socin (1883), 200 ('A

free dog . . . chained lion'); Yahuda, Y. B., 1430; Stahl, 4-5. See end of

§11, above.

73. kalbid qdzi mitle, kullu zillu l-'azaya. '(When) the dog of the judge died, all

went to pay (their) condolences.' (But when the judge himself died nobody

did so.) People are kind as long as it pays, Cf. Rivlin (1946), 107 (var.);
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Yahuda, Y. B., 1413 ('We honored the dog for his master'); Jewett, 229

('The emir's dog is emir'); Tikriti, 2632 (var.).

74. kalo sela mmdsa, sirma bis kxdzela mpdsa. '(After the chaste) bride has

come out of (her) village, her buttocks are seen (even) more than her face.'

Said of women who are shy before marriage but too free after it.

75. kar stir rdbi. [K.] 'The donkey stopped farting.' Said when an inferior is

removed from a high position.

76. kasa swe'ta ma ki'a mm kdsa kpinta. 'What does a full stomach know of an

empty stomach?' Whoever has not experienced hunger cannot have

empathy for the hungry. Cf. Segal, 90; Lescot, 143 ; Mizrahi, 181 ; Elwell-

Sutton, p. 49; Yahuda, Y. B., 81; Socin (1878), 183 (vara.); Tikriti, 1199;

Drugulin, 62.

77. kepa l-duke yaqura. 'A stone is heavy in its (original) place.' A person is

respected only as long as he is in his own community. Cf. Segal, 34;

Maclean (1895) 122; Socin (1882), p. 119 (204), r (vars.); Tikriti, 783;

Yahuda, Y. B., 643 (vars.).

78. kirine hatta mirine. [K.] 'Toil (goes on) until death.' Cf. Makas, 11, Khal,

p. in.

79. krisa xlisa. 'Short (story, speech) is sweet.' Cf. Maclean (1895), 113;

Socin (1882), p. 118 (204), d.

80. kud 'irba b'aqle kese mtaltoye. 'Each sheep is hung by its (own) legs.'

Each person is responsible for his own sins. Cf. Maclean (1895), 8;

Socin, (1883), 434; Landberg, 72.

' 81. kud dinsiz gibele xa 'imdnsiz. 'Each faithless one needs an impious one

(to worst him).' Cf. Tiilbentci, 4589: dinsizin kakkindan imansiz gelir.

[Turkish.] The rhyming Turkish words are unknown in the Neo-Aramaic

dialect outside of this proverb. See §7 above.

82. kulla 'oldm stoya ndse didi, usud hdwe dizmine didi. 'Let all the world be

my relatives, and let them (then) be (even) my enemies!' It is good to have

relatives, even if they are bad.

83. kullu sub'as 'izox lewu xa'. 'All the fingers of your hand are not the same

(length).' People are of diverse characters; variety is part of nature. Cf.

Talmud, Pesahim 112b; Mizrahi, 169; Yahuda, Y. B., 61; Socin (1S78),

204; Jewett, 240; Tikriti, 214; Stahl, 21 19.

84. kurdi hmdr. [At.] 'A Kurd is (as foolish as) an ass.' Cf. Yahuda, Y. B.,

300-301 (var.). See prov. 47 above.

85. kutxa nura qam gydne ggdris. 'Everyone pulls the (heating) fire in front of

himself.' People are egoists. Cf. Landberg, p. 303, comments; Socin

(1878), 129; Tikriti, 1677.

86. la kudyoma d-kese-be poxa, kese-be mitra. 'Not every windy day is a rainy

day (. . . that comes in it wind, comes in it rain).' Bad does not necessarily

lead to worse. Cf. Stahl, 36 f. (vars.).

87. Itbbi kund haddde, la blele ula bydma ghdde, cuga broni la mtele Imirdde.

'My heart is (like) the bellows of the ironsmiths, neither at night nor at
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day is it quiet, (because) my son never achieved his desires.' Said by

mothers of unmarried son.

88. mad 'amir bdba yan 'axona ruwwa, 'aya-la. 'Whatever the father or the big

brother says, that is it.' Obedience to elders is uncompromised.

89. mad suqle gandwa, sqille fattah-il-fdl. 'Whatever the burglar left behind,

was taken by the fortune-teller.' Cf. Segal, 136; Hanafi, 234; Yahuda, A. S.,

20; Ayalti (Yiddish), 473; see n. 34, above.

90. mar(w)oyit yalunke xwdr 'ene. 'Raising children is whitening the eyes

(= very difficult and wearing task).' Common among women. Cf.

Khayyat, 167; 'Raising one body necessitates wearing out another.'

Tikriti, 2031 (var.); Stahl, 2223.

91. mdya dpesi raba Ixa duka ksapsi. 'Waters that remain long in one place

stink.' Cf. Maclean (1895) 112; Socin (1882) p., 118 (204), c; Elwell-

Sutton, p. 94; Tikriti, 2378. Cf. prov. 59, above.

92. mesi xle'ta, stoya kepa. '(When returning from a trip) bring a present, let it

be (even) a stone.' Cf. Socin (1883), 633 (see §7 above); Tikriti, 123;

Yahuda, Y. B., 447; Segal, 93 (var.).

93. mevdno, dexwi yan naxwil [K.] 'Guest, would you (like) to eat or (rather)

not eat?' Said of 'polite' miser hosts.

94. mm bxwa kiriya, cu dirmdn le nina. [K.] T have done it (= the error)

myself, no remedy is there for it.' One is responsible for one's own errors.

Cf. Elwell-Sutton, p. 61.

95. mpastir 'aqlox qcin barriksox. 'Stretch your feet (only) as the size of your

rug.' Be content with what you can get. Cf. Bar-Adon, 3; Segal, 19;

Maclean (1895), 88; Elwell-Sutton, p. 21; Landberg, 135; Yahuda, Y. B.,

2044. Tikriti, 2127; Drugulin, 55; Stahl, 550.

96. n'is xuwwe ktdwe', n'is kipna la ktdwe'. '(A person) stung by a snake is

(able) to fall asleep, (but one) stung by hunger is not (able) to fall asleep.'

97. naca Iwe 'adre kasake lete nabit. [K.] 'Do not go to the place where you

have no relatives there!' Cf. prov. 82, above.

98. nan havdla. [K.] 'Bread (food) is friend (in long journeys).'

99. nds yasrile 'immid xmdra, ksdkil bin'dra. '(Even) a man, (when) tied with a

donkey, begins to bray.' Variants: . . . 'apdwa gmdxe pehne. '. . . he, too,

starts kicking.'; . . .gldyip 'urtydsa. '. . . he learns to fart (as loudly).'

Said of bad influence on originally good people. Cf. Yahuda, A. S., 42;

Yahuda, Y. B., 2038 (vars.); Tikriti, 163; Drugulin, 29 (var.).

100. nunisa mresa kxarwa. 'The fish head rots first.' Corrupted leaders corrupt

the entire society. Cf. Bar-Adon, 4; Tikriti, 11 64; Drugulin, 76; Khal, p.

143 ; Turkish, bahk baztan kokar.

101. par habit haldu zahfa. [K.] '(If) there is money, halva is plenty.' Cf.

Ecclesiastes 10: 19, 'Money answereth all things'.

102. para xwdra ta yoma koma. 'White money for a black day.' Said to en¬

courage saving for bad times. Cf. Bar-Adon, 2; Benayahu, 20; Elwell-

Sutton, p. 71; Tikriti, 1567; Khal, p. 144; Stahl, 515.
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103. parte'na ktd'in te'na. 'A flea carries a (heavy) load.' Said sarcastically of a

person who embarks upon tasks beyond his ability.

104. pise pdqiz. [K.] 'The dirty clean.' Said of women who 'clean' one mess by

making a greater one, or exaggerate in cleaning where it is unnecessary.

Common among women. Cf. Yahuda, Y. B., 1479 ('One hand in shit, one in

soap').

105. piimmi biS qariwa myimmi. 'My mouth is closer than my mother('s).'

Quoted by mothers against egoism of grown-up children. Cf. Rivlin, 48 ;

Segal, 81; Tikriti, 659 (ascribed to Baghdadi Jews).

106. qdzi dyalunke xniqdle gydne. 'The judge of children hanged himself.'

Said humorously of children's noisy and endless disputes. Cf. Tikriti,

1562.

107. qeta bdbidfaqirin-ile. 'Summer is the father of the poor.' Cf. Tikriti, 1307.

108. qu mxesi, la marcinnox. 'Get up from under me, lest I crush you.' Said by a

mosquito to an elephant. Said when a weakling threatens a powerful

person. Cf. Yahuda, Y. B., 1563 (var.).

109. qurban- 'ildha yze'le xuwwe mayle, lauman drele 'aqle go kdse. 'God, (may

I be His) sacrifice, knew what the serpent was, therefore He put his feet

in his belly.' Variant: xuwwe la hdwewa xuwwe, 'aqle lag ddrewa-lu go

kdse. '(If) the serpent were not the serpent (= as evil as he was), his

feet would not be pushed in his belly.' See Genesis 3:14. According to the

midrash his legs were hacked off; see Ginzberg, I, 77. Said when suffering

people, such as the blind, behave viciously. People get what they deserve.

no. riii tamma'kar dar quni miflis. [K.] 'The beard of the avaricious is in the

ass of the bankrupt.' An avaricious person, even if he is wealthy, will end

up bankrupt. Cf. Makas, 6; Socin (1883), 206; Landberg, 182; Yahuda,

Y. B., 1343 (var.); Tikriti, 1853.

in. ruvi tera, tirifirsa. [K.] 'The fox is full, (now he says) the grapes are sour.'

Said of guests who complain about the food after having eaten plenty of it.

Cf. Maclean (1895), 102 'The fox could not reach the bunch of grapes,

and said how sour they were;' Mizrahi, 103: 'The fox said, "I will have

grapes, even sour!" ' Obviously, all three are variations of the ancient

theme, an Aesops' fable, and each has a different sense. Cf. also Tikriti,

2372 (var.).

112. sefar bhexale, kutxa umanzdle. '(Like) the Scroll in its ark, everyone and

his luck.' Some Torah Scrolls are used very often, while others are rarely

used. Thus, if even the Holy Scroll needs a little bit of luck, how much

more so people! Based on Hebrew: hakkol tdluy bsmazzal, 'afillu sefer-

tord hbbdhekal (Zohar, 3:134a), 'All depends on luck, even the Torah

Scroll in the ark.' According to the woman informant, it is usually said of a

spinster who does not get married, even when she is nice and wise. See

end of §7.

113. si l-duktt gmabxelox, ula l-duktt gmagxikilox. 'Go where they make you

cry, and not where they make you laugh!' Cf. Ecclesiastes 7:2; Kampff-
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meyer, 52; Hanafi, 173; Landberg, 11 ('Go to a funeral, and don't go to a

wedding'); Yahuda, Y. B., 651 (var.); Tikriti, 43.

114. say bar dargahe-xwa xurta. [K.] 'A dog is violent in front of his own door

(only).' Said of people who are impudent at home but fearful elsewhere.

Cf. Tikriti, 1618.

115. sdtdn lewe misa ulag mdyis. 'Satan has not died and will not die.' Sexual

desire is everlasting, marriage is a must. Cf. Segal, 56-58 (vars. on libido);

Tikriti, 26.

116. Sabsid wa'era, siswa pisle gera uvera. 'On the Sabbath of Wa'era [Exodus

6:3; ca. mid-January], winter is "cats and dogs".'

117. sabsid bdlpar'o, siswa mbulbille. 'On the Sabbath of Bo 'El Par'o [Exodus

10: 1 ; a week later], winter is mixed up.'

118. Sabsid baSallah, siswa kSdhxla Sulluxte. 'On the Sabbath of Basallah [Exodus

13: 17; end of January], winter (begins) to shed its snakeskin.'

119. sabsid 'yisro, siswa kuSle pisro. 'On the Sabbath of Yitr5, [Exodus 18:1;
first week of February], winter's flesh shrinks.'

120. Sabsid rappo yarappe, siswa turrupappe. 'On the Sabbath of Rapp5 Yarappe

[Exodus 21:20; mid-February], winter's feet are crushed.'

121. sabsid taritma, siswa pisle yatuma. 'On the Sabbath of Taruma [Exodus

25: 1 ; third week of February], winter becomes an orphan.'

122. Sabsid ki tissa, z bafre na Ursa. [Neo-Aramaic-Kurdish]. 'On the Sabbath

of Ki Tissa [Exodus 30:12; first week of March] , do not worry about snow.'

123. Sabsid wayyaqhel-paquze, maya Sxinnu go guze. 'On the Sabbath of Way-

yaqhel-Paqude [Exodus 35:1; 38:21; second week of March], water

becomes warm in water bottles (i.e., winter is almost gone).'

124. Sabsid wayyiqra, siswa 'qirre mm 'iqra. 'On the Sabbath of Wayyiqra

[Leviticus 1:1; third week of March], winter is uprooted from the root

(i.e., gone altogether).'

Weather forecasts such as these are common among Jewish and other communit¬
ies; cf. Benayahu, 27-29; Goitein (1930-1931), p. 359 (Yemen); Lewinsky, p. 104
(Yiddish); Kampffmeyer, 78 ('On the 14th of Adar [ = March] it snows); Tikriti,

644 ('At Tammuz [=Juty] water dries up in jugs'), 1584.

125. Sam Sakira, bazera mm sirintira\cetira. [K.] 'Damascus is (as sweet as)
sugar, (butmy town is sweeter/better.)' Cf. Lescot, 212; Noel, 41 ; Maclean

(1895), 123; Socin (1882), p. 119 (204), s; Tikriti, 1067; Tiilbentci,

1 1 125; Yahuda, Y. B., 1645 (var.).

126. Sirmox bxdzitta, 'aya lak xdzitta. 'You may see your anus, (but) that one

you will not see!' Said of events unlikely to take place.

127. Sul 'ozile xurdsi, kiahe hbbi, gnexi 'izdsi. '(When my) work is done by my
friends, my heart wears out, my hands rest.' Said sarcastically of people's

help, to urge independent work. Cf. Bar-Adon, 1: Segal, 85; Tikriti,
618; Yahuda, Y. B., 1472-1475; Meissner, 20; Jewett, 126 (vars.); Ayalti,

230 ('Hire a servant and do it yourself').
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128. Sul zille, zille I la 'dzit basre. Kurdish variant: tiSte co / bori div naca.

'Whatever (thing) is gone, is gone / don't go back to it!' Don't grieve

about lost opportunities. Cf. Segal, 76; Rivlin (1946), 60, 73; Lescot,

190 (vars.); Stahl, 764-765.

129. Suqle tere, mpille basir 'ere. 'He left his saddlebag, to follow (he fell after)

his penis.' Said of people who neglect their work and duties and indulge in

hedonism. Cf. the following Arabic (Christian?) version: rabbdn xalla

dero, jd iStagal bd'ero. 'The monk left his monastery, to become occupied

with his penis.' Socin (1883), 749. Note that in the Jewish version the

word 'monk' is omitted altogether, and the word der, 'monastery', is

replaced by ter 'saddlebag', to avoid typical religious terms. See n. 24

above.

130. ta 'ildha glisa-la, min 'oda ma mtdsin. 'It is revealed to God, why whould I

hide it from (His) servant.' Said as apology before revealing a secret. Cf.

Garbell (19656), p. 307, £esr/z'« (var.).

131. taiga S ture kkdwiS. 'The snow falls (descends) over the mountains.'

Great men are exposed to more afflictions and criticism than lay men.

Cf. Lescot, 140; Maclean (1895), 97; Kampffmeyer, 100 (vars.). See

prov. 38.

132. hSt bxwe, xwe bma'ne. [K.] 'A dish (thing) (has to be) with salt, (but)

salt (should be) with reasonable (measure).' Said against exaggeration.

Cf. Lescot, 247; Elwell-Sutton, p. 21 (vars.).

133. tor pumrni, bale '6z bxabri. 'Break my mouth, but do as my wordi'Con-

tradict me if you wish, but do as I say. Freedom of speech - yes, that of

action - no! Cf. Garbell (19656), p. 324. pinna (var.).

134. tamma' kalb, wala bani 'ddam. [At.] 'Fill with greed (even) a dog, but not a

human being.' People's greed is never satisfied. Cf. Tikriti, 1355.

135. hrre ci coyi, fisse ci hdti. [K.] 'Farter (f.), why did you go, Flatulent (f.),

why did you come?' Said by women of one who brags before setting out on

a mission, but comes back without accomplishing it. Cf. Tikriti, 652 (var.).

136. tlimsa ttora lak pesa sax. 'A loaf that breaks, does not become whole

(again).' Worrying about losses is useless.

137. tlob bkociksa, hdl Vitrdna. 'Borrow by spoon, give (back) by ladle!'

Reward well those who help you even a bit. Cf. Hanafi, 231; Noel, 79

(vars.).

138. tura l-tura lak sdniq, ndSa 1-ndSa ksdniq. 'A mountain does not need a

mountain, a man needs a man.' People need each other. Cf. Garbell

(19656), p. 292, s-n-q; Socin (1878), 87 ('. . . does not meet. . .'); Jewett,

167. Aramaic-Hebrew: turd batura Id pdga', 'endS be'endS pdga' (Nerot

Sabbat, 3 (1945), 42)-
139. wasla la mSape Iwasla, lag 'dhq bwasla. '(If) a piece would not resemble

(another) piece, it would not meet the (other) piece.' Said to explain a

bad marriage. Birds of a feather flock together.

140. toe game bo we dame. [K.] 'That worry for that time.' Don't worry about
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future troubles. Cf. Talmudic dayydh hsdrd biS'dtdh (Berakhot 96)

'Sufficient to the day is the evil thereof; Elwell-Sutton, p. 16: Jewett,

185 (vars.); Stahl, 701.

141. xabir gndpiq mtre sippdsa, gzdvirra kulla mdse. 'A word that comes out of

(just) two lips, circulates (in) the entire village.' Cf. Rivlin (1946), 97;

Tikriti, 1141; Hanafi, 89 (vars.).

142. xtlmid lele batila. 'Night dream is void.' Said to comfort those who tell of a

bad dream they saw. Cf. Zechariah 10:2.

143. xode dizzexwa ndskit. [K.] 'God knows His thieves.' Don't cheat or

steal, thinking nobody is watching. God is!

144. xola qte'le, karta mburbizla. 'The rope is cut, the bundle is scattered.'

Said when a husband or wife dies and their children are dispersed. Cf.

Maclean (1895), 107; Socin (1882), p. 119 (204), h; Yahuda, Y. B., 2150

(var.).

145. xwalli bsar, hacci-ya ta ktr, ta bxwa kir. [K.] 'You loser, (ashes on (your)

head), whatever you did, you did it yourself!' Said by a regretful person

who is responsible for his own misfortunes. Cf. Meissner, 13; Elwell-

Sutton, p. 61 (vars.).

146. ye girti bar Siri, na-bardit hatta piri. [K.] 'That which is imbibed with

(mother's) milk, is not given up even at old age.' Said of bad habits.

147. yoma ggdne, qaza-bala lag gdue. 'The day wanes (or: the sun sets), (but)

troubles linger on (don't decline).' As long as one lives, one should expect

troubles. Cf. Makas, 16; Socin (1878), 480.

148. zik-birsi - mm xille, swe'le, 'ene turra ; mdl-birsi - har 'axil, har 'ene kpinta-la.

[K. -Neo-Aramaic] '(Whoever his) stomach (is) empty - as soon as he

eats (something), he is satiated, his desire (eye) is subdued; (but whoever

his) house (is) empty ( = indigent) - the more he eats the more his eye

remains hungry.' Indigent people are constantly hungry, their desire is

never subdued.

149. ziko, wara tahmil biko. [K.] '(Big-)bellied, come and carry loads!' Give

the task to the wrong person. Said in sarcasm.

150. zille xola basir dola. 'The rope has followed the drum (or the bucket?).'

My mother, as well as other informants, explained that a wife should

follow her husband and do his wish rather than insist on her own, just as

the rope, which hangs on the shoulders of the drum player, follows the

drum. But Segal, 79 ('When the essential has gone, the rest is of little use'),

and Garbell (19656), p. 340, xola ('One loss after another'), have different

explanations. Cf. also Yahuda, Y. B., 932; Tikriti, 778; Hanafi, 618;

Ecclesiastes 12:6. The word dola, originally meaning bucket (Hebrew

dali, Arabic dalw), has lost this sense in the Neo-Aramaic of Zakho (for

which the word satle [Turkish-Arabic] is used) and coalesced with the

homophone 'drum.' Hence, probably, the different explanation of the

proverb. For identical proverbs interpreted differently by different

communities or even in the same community, see Stahl, p. 380.
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151. z-ddye u-bdb hizdr Ion. [K.] 'From (the same) mother and father (children

of) a thousand colors.' Do not expect all your children to be the same in

character or appearance.

152. zi-direz 'awa bit, z-mdla xwa na hdti. [K.] 'Long-living (man) is he, who

has not come out of his house.' At times of war only those who stay at

home are lucky to survive. Said against the cruelty of battles.

153. zm meri jindid-kit, zin meri pindid-kit. [K.] 'Wife makes (her) husband

successful, wife makes (her) husband good-for-nothing.' Cf. Lescot, 119;

Segal, 107 (vars.); Khayyat, 272 ('Mother destroys, mother builds').

INDEXES

(By proverb number)

Language of the Borrowed Proverbs

Arabic, 3, 54, 59, 62, 64, 65, 84, 134

Christian Neo-Aramaic, 16 (see n. 32)
Kurdish, i, 11, i2, 19, 26, 33-36, 39. Si, 55, 60, 61, 66, 69 (var.), 75, 78, 93, 94, 97, 9»,

101, 104, no, 114, 122, 125, 128 (var.), 132, 135, 140, 143, H5, 146, 148 (partly), 149,

151-153

Turkish (partly), 81

Subject

Ailments and misfortunes, 7, 13, 23, 29, 57, 78, 86, 89, 113, 131, H7, '5°

Appearance, 64, 65

Avarice, no, 134

Bragging, 58, 108, 114, 135

Bread (Food), 62, 98

Brother, 34, 88

Business, 34

Children, 8, 30, 56, 87, 90, 105, 106, 144, 151.

Dreams, 30, 142

Egoism, Self-interest, 20, 35, 48, 85, 105

Ethnic Insults, 3, 47, 61 , 66, 69 (var.), 84

Exaggeration, 132

Family Relations, 34, 36, 40, 82, 87, 88, 97, 144, 150, 153

Father, 1, 88, 107, 144, 151

Fire, 1

Fools, 9, ii, 15, 2i, 33, 39, 49, 5°

Generosity and Stinginess, 10, 32, 37, 92, 137

Guests and Hosts, 5, 6, 18, 32, 41, 52, 54, 7°, 93, "*

Hometown, 125

Honor and Shame, 10, 14, 18, 23, 38, 42, 77, 131

Human Nature, 14, 35, 68, 99, 138, 139, 146
Human Types, 25, 31, 46, 49, 5°, 53, 54, 64, 68, 75, 81, 83, 103, 104

Hyprocrisy, 73

Illusion, 63

Influence, 53, 99, 100

Jews and Gentiles, 61, 66, 71

Kurds, 47, 84

Leadership, 100

Life and Death, 29, 44, 45, 72, 73, 78, 152
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Love and Jealousy, 12, 22, 115

Luck, 112

Money, 10 1, 102

Mother, 1, 36, 87, 105, 144, 151

Obedience, 88, 133

Passover Holiday, 17

Poverty, 23, 57, 76, 96, 101, 102, 107, 148
Practical Wisdom, l6, 24, 27, 38, 5L 55, S6, 60, 62, 67-72, 79, 95, 97, 98, 102, 113, 126,

128, 130, 132, 136, 140, Hi, 149

Promises, 2, 4, 63

Providence (God), 7, 17, 43, i°9, H3

Public Service, 67

Responsibility, 19, 80, 94, 145

Sabbath, 1 16-124

Satan, 115

Self-Sufficiency, 68, 95

Serpent, 109

Sex, 115, 129

Summer, 107

The Ungrateful, 11 1

The Unlucky, 46

Virtues, 31, 63, 64, 65

War, 152

Weather, 16, 26, 86, 1 16-124

Wedding, 35

Wife, 12, 36, 144, 153 »
Work and Self-Reliance, 58, 59, 78, 91, 127, 129

World, 43, 44, 45, 82
Worry, 28, 87, 128, 136, 140

Zakho, 3
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